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Ea~ ·ngand Lea1, ·ng-ABCD obs
by Earnestine Tucker
Action for Boston Community Development begins
its 15th consecutive year of
offering Boston's youth a chance
to earn a salary and learn about
a variety of professional fields
this summer. "It is a
combination of education, career
experience and actual work
experience," said Robert M.
Coard, executive director of
ABCD.
This summer there are almost
5,000 young people working for
ABCD in nonprofit and
government agencies.
ABCD in cooperation with the
city of Boston runs a variety of

programs for Boston's low
income youth. "We want to give
them a clear picture of what the
working world is all about," said
Coard. "These youth will also
have an opportunity to learn
such things as how to handle a
job interview, develop sound
work habits and develop other
skills that will be useful to them
in seeking and keeping fulltime
employment."
Each young employee will
work 25 hours a week for eight
weeks earning the minimum
wage of 3 .10 per hour.
A.B.C.D. and City officials
formally recognized the start of

Inside This Issue
Junior Olympics
Teen Drug Abuse

the 1980 program by meeting
officially to sign the contract
between E.E.P.A, and ABCD at
one of the program's job sites.
Arnie Waters, Youth Affairs
Director, ABCD, has positive
feelings about this program. He
feels that the teenagers will
receive good work experience.
Showing no favoritism toward
any program, Waters said, "the
journal ism program is very
positive and important." He
said, "if I had kids, I would allow
them to participate in this
prc>gram. ''
The journalism program
started four weeks ago by
cont. on paf.{e .'1

Boston
350
by Kathy Conrad

A birthday celebration is going on in Boston this year, and
everyone is joining in on the fun.
It's the city's 350th birthday and
we are all invited. ~
This celebration is sure to be
one of the most extensive the city
has yet to see. Looking over ·the
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. 350 years of Boston's existence

Interview with WNAC-TV
anchorperson, Mary Richardson
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Adam-350, the robot mascot for Coca Cola, made an appearance
at Govt. Center this summer and greeted two Spotlight reporters.

Robert M. Coard, executive director, ABCD.

Workingman's
Dream

C.Omes True

reminds us of how the city is in a
constant state of growth . The by Rosemarie De Flumeri
fact that the city has remained a
Carlo Dellorusso is fulfilling
vital community for the past 350 his "working man's" dream by
years proves how proud people building a roller-disco and an
are of their good ole' Boston. The open air market place, includ- ·
celebration also shows how the ing a Chinese restaurant, a fruit
people of Boston have continu- market, an all-night coffee shop,
ously made the city a better a record shop and two or three
place to live .
fast food stands.
It takes all kinds of people to
Four weeks ago, he purchased
make our city a place that will the old Harbor Room building on
grow and change for the better. the corner of Summer Street. It
Whether they are black, white, is a vacant two-story structure
Hispanic, Oriental, etc., people located in an already very busy
are people, and Boston is made area of East Boston.
up of every kind. With the help
Dellorusso and his partner,
and support of everyone, Bos- Lenny Mosca, presented their
ton's 450th birthday can be just development proposal at the
as successful as its 350th anni- Land Use Council meeting June
versary will be.
26 at the Harborside Community
In our next issue we will have a School.
feature story spread on what is
Some council members were
happening in the city during its concerned the roller-disco will
anniversary celebration. We will attract more vandalism and late
keep you up to date on the events night rough-housing in Maverick
surrounding this city-wide birth- Square and that the residents of
day party.
the adjacent Heritage elderly
We of the ABCD/Suffolk Uni- apartments would be harrassed,
versity Journalism program are said R. Sabat, a Community
just as proud of Boston as any- News reporter.
one. We are anxiously waiting to
Dellorusso defended the rollerparticipate in the activities of disco by promising "no liquor
this community effort.
will be served in the disco, all
To our city, we wish all the operations will cease at 11 p.m.,
best of luck; and to Boston we and there will be guards monising, "Happy birthday to you toring all activity."
"
The Land Use Council had a

meeting with residents of the
Heritage apartments to make a
decision about the roller-disco;
some residents of H.A. and
Maverick Square were not aware
of the meeting.
Anna DeFronzo, chairperson
of the Land Use Council,
explained, "They are there
legally. The Heritage would have
to take them to court; some residents from Heritage apartments
that were for it said it would take
the kids off the street. The
council looked into it and it is
legal zoning. We'll comply with
the majority of the people."
DeFronzo also added that residents of the Heritage apartments opposed to the roller-disco
did not show up at the meeting.
Gino Izzi, a resident of
Maverick Square, said he was
not informed of the meeting.
"I don't approve of the rollerdisco," he said. "For one thing, it
will increase automobile traffic
in an already congested area;
secondly, I think the place is too
small for a roller-disco; third,
with this type of recreation, it
will increase the amount of vandalism which is already growing
in this area. Along with the
roller-disco would come the
whole drug scene, only bigger."
cont. on page 4
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Dedicated
Reporter
by Wendy Douglas

by Dionne Hughes
The Museum of Fine Arts,
located in Fanueil Hall, is
devoted entirely to nostalgic
fashion. One dress was given to
Nina Nightingale of Paris in
1922. It's a beautiful evening
dress made of silk crepe and
chiffon with plastic broaches
designed by Madelein Vionnet.
A walking dress trimmed with
silk and knotted net and tassels
was made by ,John Stevens and
given to Ruth Burk of America in
1824. 1n the Museum of Fine
Arts yl)u will enjoy the pleasure
of walking in and reading about
the design. style and fashion of
clothes in the early American
era.

Beautiful
Tradition
by La Sonia Thomas
If you are ever wondering
where to go for an evening of fun
and good social atmosphere.
Fanueil Hall is the place.
Once in Fanueil Hall, you will
feel the mixture of modern and
antique New England. There
before :-,·ou are three blocks of
small shops, places to eat, ~nd
lots and lots of people. Many
come to shop in the many shopping malls. to eat the different
varieties of food or to simply
browse. It is one of Boston's
greatest tourist attractions.
"Faneuil Hall was not always
this beautiful" says crew
member Bob Gale. "It's been
here since 1876 and started out
as an English Outdoor market
before it was reconstructed."
At that time Fanueil Hall was
made of stone and the market
was filthy with scattering
rodents. There were comments
on today's prices of foods and
goods.
Phil Nightengale, an employee
in one of the many shops said,
"There's no misconception
about the prices, they are too
high."
Hidl Abber and Tarrita
Brown, employees at the market,
feel the prices are high because
of the quality ingredients that
are used in their products. Crew
member Richard Orfori works in
the African Collection area. He
thinks the quality of the items at
Faneuil Hall are worth the
prices.
Ofori gave Spotlight reporters
some background information on
the things he sells. "These soap
stone goods originated in East
Africa. Years ago the Kisii tribes
of East Africa made bathtubs
and sinks out of soap stones."
Soap stone goods can be found in
Canada. Ofori sells soap stone
goods carved into animals, beer
mugs, etc. He also sells wall
hangings made out of banana
leaves.
Wander through the display of
the many shops, galleries, food,
and boutiques. You will enjoy
the beauty and excitement of
Boston's most treasured social
spots.

Most women wouldn't want to
be bothered with the hectic
hours and dedication of a job
that makes them work from 3:30
p .m. until midnight, but Mary
Richardson loves her job as
WNAC TV's co-anchor.
Even though there is a lot of
prP-s ure in her job, she wouldn't
want to leave the hectic pace of
television news.
Mary is busy all day and tries
to find most of her stories herself, but when things get tough
she turns to her assignment
editor, Chuck Gordon , for help.
Ri chardson, who has been
working for Channel 7 for almost two years in August says, "I
den 't like long hours, but I would
not want to leave here to work
anywhere else because I like to
meet the new people and talk
about current events." She
added. "I also like my coworkers."
Richardson has also done

August 1980
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quite a bit of traveling on her
job. She's gone to places like
Dublin, Ireland, and Rome, Italy
to cover local, national, and
international news.
When she started her career
she was an English teacher, she
received a B.A. in English from
Santa Clara University in 1968.
Richardson made home
movies with her classes for class
projects and she went to school
to learn how to make her movies
better. She was very interested
in what she was learning so she
quit teaching and went to school
full-time to become a camera
operator.
She then decided to be a
newscaster because being a
camera operator, the equipment
was too bulky for her.
Richardson came to Boston in
1978 from California with her
husband and her young son
Chris to work for Channel 7
news.
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The Program for Environmental Planning (P .E.P.) is
concerned with the public and
pollution. As we all know or will
learn the city's waters and soil, if
not soon purified, will be useless.
(;ernrd Leary and his assistant
'.'Jeil Armondt are conducting
this program. which is showing
the people of Boston and the students of P.E.P. how to help stop
any further damage to the city of
Boston.

In this program, city children
actually see what workers are
doing to help clean up Boston's
pollution.
Mr. Leary and Mr. Armondt
also teach the class about the
effects of pollution. They go to
various sites and take samples of
soil and water to test them for
pollutants. The students learn
what can be done if pollutants
are found.
On ,July 16, ,Jerard Leary and
one of his students appeared on

New England Today to tell the
public what the P.E.P. program
is all about. The people of P.E.P.
will try to let the people of
Boston know what kind of soil is
bad for iz;ardening, and what they
can do to purity the soil. Another
objective of the P.E.P. program
is to let the people know what
waters are polluted and what
they can do to help.
P.E.P. is planning to visit
Logan Airport. to find out about
noise pollution. They are also
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Students in PEP draw up ideas to inform the public of the dangers of pollution.

Spotlight
Election

Street
Music

by Avelino Fontes

by John Lomax

Hoston Spotlight is the paper
hy AHCD's journalism program.
Like any other newspaper we
have elected out own staff:
Business Editor: JULIE
1,goNARD; Arts Editor:
KEITH ROWELL; New Editor:
SllDECIA BROWN; her
l-lssistant: ELIZABETH HINDS;
Feature Editor: KATHY
CONRAD; and Photography
Editor: MICHAEL BUTLER.
The election was held July 14,
after the voting was closed a
three way tie occurred between
the Feature Editors, in which
Kathy Conrad won. News Editor.
Sudecia Brown said, "I would
push you so our paper won't be a
flop." Kathy Conrad the Feature
Editor says "This is our newspaper and as Keith says "If you
don't do your job, money will be
taken out of your check." Kathy
also added, "If I win, I'll make
sure that you do your job and receive every penny that you deserve.

The music started to make
people dance and smile. More
than 200 people found it
pleasant to stand under the tree
and enjoy some old jazz tunes by
the Jeff Stougton Quintet. The
Quintet comprises John LaPorta
on clarinet and saxophone, Tom
Amark on piano, Mark Henry on
bass, Buzzy Drootin on drum,
and Jeff Stougton playing king
trombone. Jeff is the leader of
the group. They play on the
street to make people happy.
Street musician Jeff Walker
plays an electric guitar on
Washington St. near Filene's.
The reason he likes to play on
the street is for people's enjoyment. He been playing for five
years and writes his own music.
He goes out everyday and some
people even like his music.
Street musicians have become popular in subway, streets,
and parks. L.C. Jones, a student at Berklee School of Music
said "Some of the most talented
musicians aren't in the studios
but right on the street."

\
\

Mary Richardson, co-anchorperson of Newsroom 7, WNAC-TV

PE.P - For a
Better Environment
by Elizabeth Hinds
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planning to visit the Museum of
Science to find out what is being
done to clean up pollution, and
Lewis Wharf to see and learn
about the life of whales.
The P.E.P. program was
started by Roy Sherman and has
been a part of the ABCD
Career Academy program since
197fi. Leary said, "the program is
getting better every year." This
year the members are testing different types of soil to see if it cont a ins lead or hazardous
chemicals. They will also
analyze it to see if it is good for
gardening.
For example the Charles River
which has been badly polluted
is, being cleaned up. "If you had
entered the Charles River five
years ago, you woula~
needed a tetanus shot," said
Leary. It is predicted that in ten
years time the Charles River will
be there for· all those who enjoy
swimming in clear, cool, and
clean water.
Rufus Foster, an enrollee,
said, "the program has a lot to
offer me." He will be taking a
similar subject in school this fall.
Luiz Cuiz said, "I am learning
a lot about nature which I did
not know."
Gerard Leary strongly believes that progress is being
made to clean up pollution and
the P.E.P. program is there to
learn about it.
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cont. from pg. l
Professor Malcolm Barach of
Suffolk University and Keith
Westerman of ABCD.
At first there was doubt as to
whether or not the program
would work out, according to
Waters.
The idea of putting out a
newspaper for and about Boston
teens cam~ about because he
thought the skills learned by the
students would be valuable
throughout their life.
To improve basic academic
skills, such as mathematics and
English, about 800 will spend
half their time in the classroom.
This special classroom program
called Career Academy covers
career fields such as Law, Music,
Journalism, and environmental
'\~:
planning and Theater.
Arnie Waters,
In the Health Careers
Opportunity Program, students
attend classes in Mathematics,
Reading, Science, and Health
Career Awareness, for two days a
week. The other three days go to by Danny Lynch
Health Institutions throughout
A new ABCD summer prothe Boston area.
gram is being held at Suffolk
A major goal of HCOP is to
University. This program is deincrease the small number of signed to teach students some
health professionals from low
basic journalistic skills. The high
income
and
minority
school students will learn how to
background.
put two newspapers together.
In addition the program will
Like other ABCD programs,
serve more handicapped youth. the journalism workshop helps
About 8°;, of the total enrollment kids make new friends and earn
will be handicapped.
while they learn. There are about
Many employers allow teens to 40 student/workers in the workwork in their stores, libraries, shop and they help each other
hospitals, and many other places put out the newspapers.
because they realize that teens
The kids are high school aged
need the help and the money.
and live around the Boston area.
They also realize that they would The program is held for eight
want someone to do the same for weeks, from June 25 to August
their children.
19.
"The solution to youth
There are ;1 teachers who are
unemployment is more federal
workin£{ to help the students
money to create jobs," said
learn journalism. They are Kim
Waters. Private businesses
Todd, Keith Westerman, Jane
should also assist.
Mancini, Karen McLaughlin,
ABCD plans to keep the and Debbie Hunter. Professor
Summer ,Job Program going on Malcolm ,J. Barach, chairperindefinitely. Arnie Waters hopes
that, "we all take this program
seriously."

Fighting Against
The Odds
by Ernest Purefied

First Spotlight Published
son of the Suffolk Journalism
Dept., is coordinator.
Ernest Purefied, a student/worker with the program,
said he was enjoying the workshop. "I feel that I am learning a
lot from this program. I am getting a lot of experience from this
job. Working as a reporter really
works. I'm learning how to interview people and write more
clearly."
Timothy Johnston, another
student/worker, said "generally I
like the program because I am
learning a lot. It is helping to improve my writing and reading
skills."
Michael Butler, another participant in the workshop, said
"when I return to Foxboro High
in the fall my writing and communication skills will be improved because of the program.
I'm sure my grades in English
will be better this year because
of what I've learned from the
journalism program."

Minister
Helps
All
by Sudecia Brown

ft
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"It is an opportunity whereby
a person can constantly examine
their strengths and weaknesses
in an open forum of Christian
love," said Reverend Rudolf
Featherstone, when he spoke of
-'\
his work at the Pleasant Hill
A
,I
Baptist Church .
· , <·>i
Reverend Featherstone, who
loves his position as acting Elizabeth Hinds, Spotlight reporter, makes last-minute changes
pastor of the church, says he on a story.
doesn't want to help people in a
welfare way. His goal is to "help being a minister is it allows a
His dreams for young people
people in whatever way I can, person the opportunity to serve are that he'd like to see a very
enabling them to help them- God. It keeps you in constant active faith, because it is a criticselves, under the influence of the contact with a variety of people. al part of the maturing process
Christian Gospel."
Also the church is a power base and he would like to see the
As program coordinator of the for action by a group of people. It willingness to do what faith reBlack Theological Coalition, he is an opportunity where a person quires. He would also like to see
works for the Boston Theological can constantly examine his or young people, especially black
Institute at Andover Newton her strengths and weaknesses in youths , "never forget whence
Theological School.
an open forum of Christian love, they have come," that they
His duties at Pleasant Hill and you can get a chance to see understand that Africa is seen as
include administration, counsel- how you're developing and the past, present, and the future,
ing, preaching, visiting the sick, interacting with people.
"I wish for youths a sensitivity of
representing the pastor and overIn his present job, he is in- their heritage and the
seeing general programs.
volved with older youths. The importance of that heritage for
He rendered his first sermon at problems he sees youths falling the future."
Our Redeemer Church in into are not only the problems of
He wants youths to
Washington, D.C. He was or- youth, because he feels that the understand the significance of
dained a minister in May, 1960. youth are often reflections of education in their lives, to be
When he took the position at adults.
able to construct a spaceship or a
Pleasant Hill, he said, "I think it
Therefore, the problems which computer someday. These are
was probably one of the best they face are, to a greater or the critical roles of education for
experiences of my life. I found lesser degree, the problems that the advancement and maintenthe people to be open, warm, lov- adults face.
ance of blacks.
He wishes for youth to have a
ing and caring. The best way I
He feels that youngsters are
can characterize Pleasant Hill is suffering for acceptance among sense of somebodiness, for them
that they ministered to me."
peers, this has a bearing on how drugs, crimes, and antisocial
He took the position at they progress in life, and wheth- behaviors would not be a part of
Pleasant Hill because he er they will be able to get a job them. He wishes youths a
believed that he could, through and retain it with their skills. He healthy respect for black
the help of God offer something also believes that the youth are families, and for youths, themof value to the congregation.
dealing with a more complex selves, to have a willingness to
He says one of the benefits of world.
struggle.

Jimmy Brooks, 34, is dis abled, but he is fighting discrimination with the help of the
Disabled People Liberation
Front.
They are an organization of
disabled people that fights discrimination against disabled
people, minorities, homosexuals
and nuclear energy.
The law states that any building built with federal funds before 1975 must renovate to accommodate disabled persons,
privately owned buildings must
renovate if the cost is 5c ;, or less.
Jimmy is not like the stereotypes attached to disabled
people. He is active. He goes to
concerts, movies, restaurants,
and picket lines. He doesn't sit
around feeling sorry for himself.
He has a positive attitude about
life, which is hard for disabled
people because they are made to
feel inferior to people who are
able.
When Jimmy was younger, he
felt people who could walk were
better than him. This is common for children who are disabled. Jimmy didn't feel he was
as good as those who could walk,
until he left home to attend
college.
"It was a slow process, it was
scary," said Jimmy. "When I left
home, I felt like running back to
my family and asking to protect
me.
"You either have to struggle
and keep fighting or give up," he
explained.
Most people's attitudes come
from movies, stories, and even
fairy tales. For example in Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs; the
dwarfs are disabled because of
their height. "It's very hard for
disabled people to get a positive
self image. They must forget
what people tell them. It's very
hard to forget when you believe
it yourself."
Jimmy finally realized that
the wheelchair was a part of him,

and that is what changed his
attitude.
,Jimmy is now writing a hook
about being disabled. As a child
,Jimmy was overprotected by his
parents, who felt guilty about his
disability. "In school and growing up, you were never made to
feel comfortable about your disability. You grow up thinking
that being disabled is bad."
In Lo~..Angeles they are taking ab~~ children and putting
them into ·schools for disabled
children (mainstreaming). The
system is working. "If anything
is going to change, it has to start
with the children." Because of
the way; society treats disabled
people, there are a lot of disa bled people who won't admit
that they are disabled. The term
used for them is "closet
cripplfs."
Then there are those who don't
bother to go out. Jimmy believes that. "you can't let people
cast you into roles, you must
make yourself visible." "How
people react to your disability
depends on how you feel."
Jimmy is making himself
visible with the help of the· Disabled People Liberation Front
(D.P.L.F.). He is currently demonstrating against the Sack
Theatre on Beacon Hill.
Transportation is a serious
problem because there aren't
enough cuts in the curb for
wheelchairs, and then cars are
parked in front of the few that
are there.
Most buildings don't have
electric doors or ramps for wheelchairs.
A disabled person can't travel
on buses either. There are only 3
train stations that are renovated for disabled people, Park
Street, Harvard, and Ashmont
station, but all of these are on
the red line.
A disabled person can only call
the ride a van, which transports
disabled people but the van
doesn't go to Roxbury , Dorchester, and Columbia .

Agency
Aiding Families
by Brenda Cheffro and
Ronda Daniels
The Family Life Education is
an agency which helps families
solve their problems. Whether it
is with their kids parents, husband, or wife, practically any
problem that occurs within a
family can be solved.
Kay Apgar is the social worker
and coordinator of the agency.
She deals with any problems the
family may be having and
advises counseling with the
family if necessary.
The F.L.E. agency helps
families to understand who they
are. It helps the parents to deal
with the children (young and
old) and it helps the children
deal with the parents. It also
helps widows learn how to live by
themselves.
Besides being in Boston, this
agency is also located in Everett,
Malden, Medford, Somerville,
and other cities. The agency has
dealt with many problems con-

cerning runaway teenagers and
some problems involving broken
hearts too.
All counseling classes are free
of charge and are a worthwhile
experience for those willing to
seek help.
The F.L.E. has a special program for teenage mothers who
want to finish school. The
agency takes trained women
willing to give their time to
baby-sit for the teenaged
mothers' infants. Due to this
program the teenage mothers do
not have to give up an education
to take care of their child during
school hours.
In Boston the F.L.E. agency is
solving some of the most distressing problems families Amy
Richmond, a secretary for the
group, said some of the things
they offer are: case aides, creative activities for older people,
family advocacy, office assistance, public relations, and
research.

Summer Treat
2-In medium saucepan, bring ½
Spiced Country Applesauce
cup water to boiling. Add
2 lb. tart cooking apples
apples bring to boiling.
1 teaspoon Lemon Juice
3-Reduce heat, simmer, covered,
¼ teaspoon Cinnamon
20 to 25 minutes, stirring
VR teaspoon Nutmeg
occasionally. Add water if
½ to 2/3 cup sugar, depending
needed.
on tartness of apples
4-Stir in Lemon Juice, cinnimon,
1-Wash, core & pare apples, cut nutmeg & sugar until well
into quarters. Measure about . combined. Serve warm or cold.
7 ½ cups.
Makes 3 cups
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Hare Krisna
Part of Bost.on C-ommon
For 12Years
by Karen McDonald
and Ernestine Tucker
They have shaved heads.
They're down at the Boston
Common. They wear robes. And
they only eat vegetables. Have
you seen them? Can you guess
who they are? That's right it's
the "Hare Krisnas." Hare
Krisna draws its origin from one
of the oldest religions in Buddahism. It came from India thousands of years ago.
This is how it began. Sir
Caitanya Mahaprabhu appeared
in West Bengal India 500 years
ago. Lord Caitanya appeared as
an incarnation of the Lord,
according to legend. Caitanya
started the Sankirtans-Yajha,
congregations and traditions of
chanting the Lord's name. After
this many disciples followed
him. Swami Bhahaytive Danta
brought this spiritual religion to
the United States in the early
1960's.
Jnanandas, one of the American mem hers is now located in
the Boston Temple on 72
Commonwealth Ave. He is a
graduate from Oxford University in England. He came to the
United States in 1973. Throughout his life he felt disappointed.
He tried many religions in his
life, but found this one to be
more satisfying. Jnanandas
talked about his religion:
The members of the religion
are permitted to marry and have
children. Usually the married
couples live outside the temple,
but many single members live in
the three story temple. There are
as many women in the religion as
there are men . But in the Boston
temple there are not many
women because the men like to
reach their goal and the women
might distract them. The temple
was built originally for men.

The Hare Krisnas live a very
plain life. They buy simple
clothing and food. They sleep in
sleeping bags on the floor. The
outside of their temple looks like
a house made of red brick. The
reception area is like an office,
but upstairs it is more like a
house. Inside the living room are
pictures of the people who
started this religion. Against the
wall is a symbol of one of their
gods. The other rooms are the
kitchen, bathroom, and the bedrooms.
The children that are born in
the group are initiated into this
religion at the age of twelve.
Also, this religion educates its
children. All the other members
are initiated into the religion
when they have shown that they
are truly practicing. At the intiation the spiritual master gives
the new members their new
names, which are the names of
the Lords, themselves, to remind
the people of God.
At the initiation, they are also
given beads. There are 108 beads
and a practicing Krisna chants
16 times on each bead saying:
Hare Krisna, Hare Krisna,
Krisna Krisna, Hare Hare, Hare
Rama, Hare Rama, Rama
Rama, Hare Hare. Then they go
to the next bead and do it all
over again until they've done
them all.
There are other rules in the
group, which are: no premarital
sex , and no meat, fish, or eggs.
The food they eat originated in
India. It is more satisfying and it
is purified. The food is made
with love and care. It is cooked
for the Lord. The reason why
they don't eat meat is because
they don't like the torturing of
animals.
The members can wear regular

Workingman cont. from pg. 1
Dellorusso said, "The kids in
this neighborhood have no place
to go. The roller-disco is just the
type of thing they need, a place
for constructive fun." Dellorusso
himself is a native of East
Boston now living with his
family in Winthrop.
Fifteen-year-old Sandra
Tedescucci of East Boston said,
"I think the roller-disco is a good
idea because it's right near
Maverick Station and people can
come in from places out of East
Boston. If they build it, then the
kids won't be hanging around
the streets as much. Plus, it
means a few more jobs available
for us."
Dellorusso added that he estimates his marketplace will
employ 70 to 100 people, all local
residents "with the coffee shop
alone hiring twenty."
Gracomo Mazzarini, a resident of Heritage apartments,
had this to say, "It doesn't
bother me, I've lived here for 57
years. I love kids. They don't
bother me, I don't bother them ."
Dellorusso said he wants to
inaugurate the project on the
basis of "goodwill with the
community." He does not see
any problems in obtaining the
necessary permits to begin his
operation; Dellorusso added that

the East Boston police approve .
Fifteen-year-old Dana
Zappula, a resident of East
Boston, said, "I think it's good to
have a roller-disco in East
Boston. There are no roller
skating rinks around here. A lot
of people who want to go rollerskating have to travel out of East
Boston, and I don't think it's
fair. I think Maverick Square is a
good location."
Many East Boston teenagers
have helped clean and fix up the
building. Dellorusso said, "The
kids have been just great.
They've been working hard every
d_ay and h~~e been an inspirat10n to me.
A resident of Heritage apartments who was not notified of
the meeting between the Land
Use Council and Heritage apartments had this to say, "We don 't
want it. It's going to be a nuisance for the elderly. We can't
put up with the kids. There.'s
goin, to be too much noise and
pot. 9
The building has been empty
for seven years with the exception of Tunnel Taxi, which
Dellorusso has owned since 1974.
This may be a "working man's
dream ," but is it a dream that
will work for the community of
Maverick Square?

clothing. Many members wear
robes which means they are
dedicating their lives. The robes
are simple and comfortable. The
"dohinty" is the robe the men
wear. · The married men wear
yellow or white robes. The single
men wear an orange robe. Sanscrit is the language written on
their shawls, which are thrown
over their shoulders.
Krisna meditation is a way ot
chanting the holy name. Krisna
means the one supreme God.
Hare is a way of expressing it
(chanting). This religion is scientific. In this religion you try to
become free of your bad habits,
like smoking and drinking. The
members don't watch televison
because they feel there are more
important things to do. They do
believe in miracles, witchcraft,
supernatural powers, and Buddhism. Anything connected to
Krisna is considered sacred.
The lady members don't wear
any make-up because it ages the
face. They want to be natural.
They do wear "tillak" on their
nose. "Tillak" is a clay from the
sacred river in India. The
membrs believe their bodies are
temples of the Lord and they like
to decorate them to please the
Lord.
Hare Krisnas get their money
from people outside the temple.
They want all their members to
spread the religion and serve
God. This religion has been on
the Boston Common for 12 years.
They believe any kind of religion is good if it teaches .you the
love of God. Most people who
join this religion stay, but they
are free to leave if they wish.
When Jnanandas was asked if
people make fun of this religion,
he replied, "People just don't
understand, but it is expected."
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Animal
Center
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by Rhonda Daniels
A live animal center is now a
part of the Museum of Science.
The center houses two skunks,
two rabbits, four owls, two possums, two baby crocodiles, ten
snakes, some spiders, turtles,
frogs, fish, iguanas, mice, rats,
birds and one slow loris.
In charge of the center is Mr.
Peter Ranney. Ranney
supervises the animals' many
different diets. To maintain
their health, many animals
receive meat, fruits and vegeUnlike most owls, Sparky spends tables, dry food and seeds.
his day greeting museum
While some wild animals are
visitors, rather than sleeping.
obtained through private
sources; others are rescued off
This furry ferret is one of the the streets. People who have
manv animal:, that amkes its failed in training their pets ofhom·e at the A1useum of Science ten donate them to the center.
The animal center is run by and
Animal Center.
for the purpose of the Museum.
The majority of funds come from
private loans outside the
museum.
The center holds a demonstration for people who are
interested in learning how these
various animals survive. Here
one can discover where animals
come from, their life span and
their contribution to our
environment. ·
The demonstration is held in
the east wing of the building and
is 15-minutes long.
In the west wing of the
,f
museum, a special 45-minute
demonstration explores how animals function internally. This
@z."'f;'\
biological demonstration
explains how the systems and
~-~
organs work.
There are 30 staff members
who work as volunteers at the
center. These people work
simply for the fun of being
around and learning more about
animals.
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Service
For

God
by Kathy Conrad

Vandalism:
Who Does It
and Why
by Denise McCrory
Vandalism is criminal damage to property. It includes
breaking windows of public or
privately owned buildings ,
painting slogans on the walls of
public places, and many other
forms of damage.
Sometimes children and
adults commit a crime just for
fun . Vandalism, which totals
millions of dollars in damage
every year, is punishable by fines
or imprisonment.
So_me people were recently
interviewed about vandalism in
the Boston Common. These are
their opinions:
Sixty year old, Alice
McFadden, said they shouldn't
be destroying anything because
it's not fair to the taxpayers.
Mary Smith, a forty year old,
said that teenagers usually start
it.
Twenty nine year old, Nancy
Johnson, said "The reason why
vandalism starts is because they
don't have any respect or they
think they aren't treated right,
and they destroy things.
Kathy Wilkens , a twenty year
old, says i°t's not right to destroy
things. "It happens in my neighborhood, sometimes it's worse
than stealing.
Twenty year old Janet
O'Donoghue, from Waltham,
says that young people are the
cause of it. Because they are
bored and confused.

When most people hear the
word priest, they think of
church or religion. Well, when
people hear the name Reverend
Ronald D. Coyne, they think not
only of religion, but also many
activities, excitement, and just
plain love .
Reverend Coyne, of St. Margaret's Church in Dorchester,
has a lot of natural talent when it
comes to his parish, especially
with the people in it.
As a child the Reverend was
always engaged in some kind of
parish activity such as being
C.Y.O. President, or playing all
kinds of sports.
As he reached High School, he
began "dating" and "going
steady" with girls . All the while
he admired a certain priest
named Reverend John Philbern. As Reverend Coyne
reached his Junior year, he
looked at the idea of becoming a
priest.
Reverend Coyne said that a lot
of support came from his parents
after he told their\ about his
decision to join the priesthood.
He also got a lot of support from
his friends because they treated
him no differently, they joked
about it but they respected his
decision.
He attended St. John's
Seminary for eight years studying theology, psychology,
sociology, and many other subjects.
St. Angela's in Mattapan was
Reverend Coyne's first parish .
He knew he had the confidence
and stability to go out and meet
people. He forced himself to
walk the streets and be his
natural self, friendly and outgoing.

,,.;.,~
iJ't,'.'
Father Ronald D. Coy ne of St.
Margaret's Church in Dorchester.

Reverend Coyne wanted his
first responsibility to be to the
people in his parish.
And just for the record, there
is more than one Father Coyne in
Dorchester, St. Gregory's Parish
has Reverend John Coyne, they
are broth.ers. Reverend John
Coyne was also active in his parish when he was younger.
As Father Coyne believes, St.
Margaret's is very fortunate
because of all the great activities that exist. There are many
parishes that are struggling. They
have no money and therefore
have --no activities. St. Margarets will never have to worry
about that. Reverend Coyne has
successfully run a C.Y.O. for
teenagers along with many other
activities, such as dances, ski
trips, minstrel shows, sports, and
many others. The Pastor
Reverend Dunn and Reverend
Kanchong have fully supported
the Parish Activities.
St. Margarets is a growing
church with three priests trying
to make their parish an important part of the Dorchester Community. With priests like
Reverend Dunn, Reverend Kanchong, and Reverend Coyne, how
could they miss?????

Dorchester House/Murphy School

Two Growing
C,ommunity (;enters
by Julie Leonard
Any needs tha ~ Dorchester
residents may have can be
fulfilled at the Dorchester
House. The Dorchester House,
located at 1353 Dorchester Avenue, serves as a multi-service
center for teens, kids with working parents, people with special
needs and the elderly. All these
helpful programs are under the
direction of Karen Ahern. In
addition, there are a Health
Center, an eye clinic and a
dentist's office.

Barry, the Gym instructor,
teaches the children how to play
a variety of different sports, such
as kickball and basketball. The
rest of the day is dedicated to
instruction in art, swimming,
and science, before they are dismissed to go to the gameroom.
Only one group is instructed at
a time in order for the children to
receive the special attention that
growing children need. Thanks
to the time and devotion that the
counselors give to the campers,
the children are also growing
mentally as well as physically.
In addition to all this, they
also attend field trips to places
like Houghtons Pond and Chickatawbut Hill on Tuesdays and
Fridays .

The most important program
is the daycare center, which involves toddlers through children
aged twelve. The cost, which is
one of the lowest rates of any
program, is $28 for a four-week
session.
Another helpful program for
Fifty percent of the enrollees local residents is the Murphy
repeat for the second semester. School, which is located on
The Dorchester House is open Worrel Street in Dorchester. It,
from 8:30 A.M. until 4:00 P.M., like the Dorchester House, has a
but the children with working lot to offer to Dorchester resiparents are kept until 5:30 P.M. dents. Everyday the swimming
Ages six to twelve are kept pool and the gym are open to
separated into groups of everyone registered in the proseventeen. Each groups consists gram.
of a senior and two junior
The Murphy School is under
counselors, all of whom have had the direction of Elizabeth
courses in child psychology. Murray, David Brown and Ellen
Their responsibility is to care for Concannon.
the children and make sure they
The day camp consists of 150
participate in all of the acti- children in both July and
vities.
August. The price, which is very
Group J, under the direction of reasonable, is $32 for the first
Kevin McDonough, Ann Burker child, $19 for the second, and $12
and Shaun Doherty, typically for the third. The Murphy is
begins a day with an hour of free open from 9:00 until 2:00. The
swimming.
six enrolled groups each have

three counselors, who are
instructed in first aid and CPR.
They were also instructed by
people from the Neponset
Health Center.
The campers go on field trips
every day. Besides visiting the
many various beaches, the
children also go bowling and to
the movies.
This year, thanks to a grant
from the Massachusetts Council
of Arts and Humanities, the
campers will be working on a
mural commemorating Dorchester.
Another coming attraction will
be the drama production that
the campers will put on for their
parents.

Ch. 56
Interview
by Ernest Purefied

Micheal Butler and Heavenly
Ray were interviewed on television by Natalie Christian.
Micheal and Heavenly are both
enrollees in ABCD. Micheal is in
the journalism program at Suffolk University.
"The word journalism doesn't
do the program justice because
you are learning more than journalism; you are learning how to
report and how to make a lead.
The program also improves your
writing ability. I am not very
good in English but when I go
back to school in September I
will be better."
·
The journalism program at
Suffolk University was started
by Professor Malcolm Barach.
Heavenly is in Women in Science and Technology (W.I.S.T.).
"I like working with computers. I get good grades in math
and science. I heard about the
WIST program {rom my guidance counselor at school." The
WIST program will help me to
become a computer programmer.
The WIST program has
twenty enrollees, Susan Washaddicted to grass or nothing, I ington the director of WIST
just like getting high; it ain't hopes that they can have more
messing up my mind or enrollees next summer.
nothing."
Scientists are still unsure of
the effects of marajuana on
people. Some professional scientists carried out one of the most
thorough studies of marajuana
ever made, in New York in the
1940s. Other careful studies have
been carried out since then,
some by the military, some by
by Ernest Purefied
universities.
The Blue Lagoon, based on the
Doctors Weil, Zinberg, and
1903
novel by Henry De Vere
Nelson carried out an investigation of the effects of marajuana Stacpoole and directed by
at Boston University in 1967. All Randal Kleiser, is about two
of these studies have come up children shipwrecked on a tropiwith more or less the same cal island that grow up discoverconclusion. Marajuana is a ing sex without guilt.
subtle drug, and it acts differBrooke Shields and newcomer
ently according to the person- Christopher Atkins play the
ality, the mood of the subject kids. Shields did not do her best
and what the subject believes it in this movie and Atkins didn't
will do to them.
do too well, but he deserves
Because marajuana is an another chance since it was his
illegal drug, scientists must go acting debut. We cannot blame
through time-consuming the actor and actress for everychannels to obtain a pure supply thing. The dialogue was
of it.
meaningless; the love scenes
The female cannabis plant were absurd; it was obvious that
produces seeds; the plant then some unknown actress was used
grows a sticky coating around as a stand-in for Shields.
the seeds (this sticky coating is
The cinematography was done
known as resin). The hotter the ,by Nestor Amendros, which was
plant gets, the more resin it 1great. The music was conducted
produces. The resin contains the , by the Australian Orchestra.
drug.
Because of insufficient data on
The Blue Lagoon produced
marajuana and its effects, scien- and distributed by Columbia
tists recommend that people do Pictures, can be seen at Cinema
not smoke it.
57, Circle, and the Suburbs.

Why Teens
Use Drugs
by Coleen .Bright
"I like the way grass makes me
feel, it's like I've got no
problems," said a 17-year-old
who deals marajuana. He said
he's been smoking pot for about
three years and smokes close to a
dime bag a day (11 joints).
When asked why he began
smoking, he replied, "Kids told
me it made them feel good, so I
wanted to try it."
He said the majority of the
kids he deals to are between the
ages of 13 and 18.
He won't deal to 10 or 11 year
olds; he said they get too silly,
and they can't handle the high.
When asked if he tried any other
drugs he answered, "I tried
mesculine, cocaine, and T.H.C.
after grass." But, he said, he
wouldn't deal any other drugs
because "You can never tell
what's in them."
The dealer said he sold only
grass because he knows his
supplier well and trusts him for
·quality goods. He refuses to deal
other drugs becavse he doesn't
know the suppliers and can't
trust them or their drugs.
One of the teens who buys
marajuana from this dealer said,
"I was 12 the first time I smoked
grass, but, hey, everybody does it
and it feels good." This boy is
now 14-years-old, and says he
smokes about an ounce during
the week, the only other drugs he
tried were black beauties. Asked
if smoking so much affected him
in any way, he replied "I'm not
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'Blue Lagoon:'
Transparent
and Trite

Lena Park-A Place To Grow
by Keitha Myers
This summer, Blaine Henry,
the director of Lena Park, was
interviewed about the youths in
his program. Blaine said, "I love
to work with all ethnic groups of
kids."
The youth at Lena Park
attend camp there, too.
Blaine Henry's reason for
working with pre-teens and teens
is to keep them off the street and
out of trouble. Blaine said "I've
been working with youths for six
years and I feel as if I was teaching my own brothers and sisters,
daughters and sons."
Blaine Henry is a positive
th;nker. He said, "There are 482
youths in the day camp program,
and 150 youth in the day care
program. I feel that the program

will last just as long as we have
people that care for the recreation of young children pre-teen
and teen." •
Lena Park staff consist of 100
staff members. E~rollees pay $30
for one, $45 for two, and $55 for
three mo_:qths, and they get three
meals a ~- Blaine is interested
in youth,~axnily, sport and education and opportunity for black
youth, "h_ut the program ends
August 22, 1980." His hobby is
basketball, he likes to teach it to
his fellow. me'mbers. "The parents love· th~ program just as
much as the youths, because
they like how the program is taking care of the children, and how
it's keeping them off the streets
and showing them a new skill,"
Blaine said.

Big Brothers
by Avelino Fontes
The Big Brother Association
has hope for the fatherless boys
of Boston. The program started
in Boston in 1948 and the
national program began in 1879.
There are 625 volunteer Big
Brothers in Boston seeking to
help the boys of our city that
need a man to be by their side.
Of the boys in need of Big
Brothers: 40 percent are black, 5
percent Hispanic, and 55 percent are white. The average age
of the boys is 7 to 16 and the
average age of the volunteers is
mid 20's to early 30's.
The working hours for the Big
Brothers is a mere five hours a
week, which is not much to ask
for. The workers do not get paid,
but they do not need to spend a
lot of money on the little
brothers. Most workers feel that
the joy of having someone love

you takes the expense right out
of your mind.
The man who currently runs
t ~e program is William Mannix.
There are requirements for the
job; you must have maturity,
sincerity, responsibility, sensitivity and reliability.
The Big Brother Association
will hold a roll-a-thon on October 4. The skaters will get sponsors to sponsor them per mile.
Then skaters skate as many
miles as they can and collect the
money pledged to them by the
sponsors. The proceeds then go
to the Big Brother Association.
There will be prizes for the
people who get the most sponsors, the ones who bring in the
most money and those who skate
the farthest. Also, all participants will receive T-shirts and a
picnic celebration for their help.

Rising Rock Group
by Danny Lynch
"Jared" is a rock group with
much potential. They are young
and have a lot of talent. They
have been playing together for
six months. Their goals are to
become famous, revolutionize
music and be one of the best
bands of the '80s.
Jared wants its music to set
the trend for the 1980's. They
play at various clubs in and
around Boston. They have a
single coming out in late July. It
is called "Space Traveler."
Radio Station WCOZ and other
local stations have played their
music. It may be heard at any-

time by request on WCOZ.
Jared members practice an
average of three hours a day.
They also write their own music.
The players names are: Kevin
McCarthy, rhythm guitar and
lead vocals; Jeff Erna, drums;
Keith Igoe, bass and vocals;
John Quinn, lead guitar and
vocals. They are now in school
but plan a music career after
they graduate.
When asked how they got the
name Jared, bass player Keith
Igoe replied, "God intended it to
be. "
America needs more "Jared."
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· tCause Now I'm Here At LAST!

by .Brenda Cheffro
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Her name was Lecia. Can you
imagine having a name like
that?
I mean my name is Pat and I
don't go around calling myself
Patricia. I call myself Pat. But a
kid who calls herself Lecia has
got to be a creep, right?
You wouldn't believe the kind
of creep she was. But what I
found out was that there were
more creeps in the world than
just Lecia.
I was in a pretty good mood
that day. I came home from
baton practice really happy.
Mom gave me some peanut
butter and crackers. She sat
down with me. Uh, oh, I told
myself, trouble.
Mom started talking about
this girl she went to college with
and what good friends they were.
This lady just got divorced and
had moved to town. "Patricia, I
want you to make a special effort
to be friends with Mrs. Farmer's
daughter.''
Oh oh, I mean I'm a busy
person. I'm in a pretty closed
group and it's not like we don't
like other kids. It's just that we
don't have too much time.
"Patricia, I'm not asking you
for much. I'm sure Lecia will
Dear spotlight,
I have a 22-year-old boyfriend. My friends say it is all
right to go with him, my mother
doesn'.t. Should I break up with
him, because of his age? Or does
it really matter.
signed, confused
Dear Confused,
You did not mention your age,
but you have to remember you
live in your mother's house. RESPECT is the greatest thing a
person can have. There seems to
be a definite age gap between the
two of you, and you should have
second thoughts about it.
Dear spotlight,
I am an 18-year-old girl, and I
still don't have a boyfriend. Boys
go after my friends, and leave me
behind. What can I do to attract
them?
Signed, Hopeless
Dear Hopeless,
You don't have to attract
them, just be yourself. Age
doesn't matter, your day will
come when all the boys will go
after you. Don't try to be different be yourself.
Dear Spotlight,
I am a 16-year-old girl, who is
attracted to older men. When
young boys ask me out with
them I simply refuse. When
older men ask me to go out with
them I also refuse, because I
think they're too old for me.
What kind of problem do I have?
Signed, Problemed
Dear Problemed,
You are simply going through a
change in life, (MATURITY).
You are also looking for a father
figure. Time will determine your
attractions towards men. You
need someone to talk to, and an
older man sm,mds like the person.

learn her way around before you
know it. But until she does, I
want her to know she can count
on you."
"Look mom," I said. "What do
you say I walk this Lecia to
school tomorrow and kind of
show her around. Is that okay?"
Mom said that would be fine
for a start, and I figured that
would be the end of it. Anyway
how bad could it be, right?
Wrong.
The next day, I took one look
at Lecia Farmer and nearly died.
She had on this skirt. I mean no
one wears skirts to school
anymore. It was brown and it
had specs of blue in it. Now
brown-and blue isn't exactly the
color combination of the year,
but with an orange blouse with
pictures of little puppy dogs all
over it? Then to really make it
all fit together, she was wearing
penny loafers and honest-togoodness bobby socks.
I said "Hi, I'm Pat Gatson."
"Hi my name's Lecia," she
said.
I asked her how she liked
living in Overlook, which was a
dumb question since she just got
here. "It's all right," she said. "I
bet you really miss your friends

The

Creep
(short story)
by Kathy Conrad
back where you used to live,
huh?" No, not really, she said, "I
didn't have a lot of friends."
That really niade me feel bad
for her so I decided to stop questioning her. It would be safer if I
did all the talking. I told her all
about me and Gary and baton
twirling. Then I was sorry, it
must have made her feel awful
jealous because she acted like
she wasn't interested at all.
By the time we got to school, I
realized I couldn't spend the day
taking Lecia around. I knew if
the kids saw me with Lecia
Farmer, they'd tease me for the
rest of my life. I don't take
teasing too well. I guess it's
because I'm very sensitive.
I found out that I got into
Drivers Ed next year. That really
got me psyched! Mom and Dad
don't know I know, but I heard
them say, they'd get me a little

Why Do People Dream?
by Mike .Butler and
Keith Rowell
Dreams help to put together
problems and leave the mind at
ease. Ernest Hartman M.D., a
doctor at Mattapan State Hospital, explains "dreams help put
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together problems that arrive
each day."
Dr. Hartmann has been at the
hospital ever since 1964. The
dream research project has been
at Mattapan hospital for 6 years,
headed by Dr. Hartmann.
People dream every night at
least six times, but never
remember all of them. "Some
dreams mean nothing and some
mean something, that's why you
only remember certain ones,"
said Hartmann.
Sleep walking occurs in more
children at the ages of 3, 4, 5,
and 6, because they are just
becoming coordinated. Sleepwalking happens in the early
part of sleep when you are
between a light sleep and a
dream. Sleepwalking can also be
dangerous. There have been
many cases where people sleepwalking have fallen off porches
or been hit by a car.
When you dream you are being
killed in your dream it usually is
from two perspectives. You
watch from a distance looking at
yourself being killed. Also you
never really feel the pain when

She has all the necessary wiles
and weapons, including a
determination to pursue happiness wherever the path happens
to lead her.
Virgo is the one woman of the
zodiac who can be deadly practical, and divinely romantic at
the same time. She goes to no
extremes. She can take care of
herself but she doesn't have to
act like a man to do it. The emotional nature of Virgo is controlled, but not non-existent.

IO Look to the Stafs I

Ron Browder:
The Aquarius Man

by Coleen Bright
Keith Westerman:
The Libra Man
You'll get plenty of free advice
from this man. He will have the
perfect solution to all your
problems and an answer for
every question you ask. The
attraction of Libra is logical and
real, not supernatural in any
sense. Only a real hard-hearted
hannah could resist a Libran
smile, and she'd have to
summon all her determination to
avoid being magnetized by its
purity.
Libra hates to hurt anyone's
feelings, though he remains
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blissfully unaware of the damage
done when he's in an argumentative mood. He hates to say no,
and seldom realizes that
postponement is more unkind
than an outright break of an
affair which has no chance of
happiness.·
Brenda Cheffro:
The Virgo Woman
There's a lot to learn about
this tender, fragile· little symbol
of womanhood. For one thing her
spine is made of stainless steel,
but a Virgo woman is a woman.

An Aquarian man doesn't
want to reveal his true feelings,
in spite of his favorite pastime of
penetrating the feelings of
others. His interests are
scattered all over the place.
That's because his love of people
is so impersonal; he gives a certain value to everyone he meets.
To an Aquarian everyone is
special.
Strangely, because he's so
realistic about most things an
Aquarian will never forget his
first love. You can expect the
truth when you ask him a direct
question. But if you doubt him
and ask again, he'll figure you
didn't want the truth and tell
you a lie. Even after he says, "I
love you," he'll avoid the issue of
marriage with every excuse in
the book.

car when I learned to drive.
That's why I was so excited
and didn't look where I was going
when I ran into the lunch room
smack into, Lecia Farmer. "Oh,
hi there Lecia, how's it going?" I
said. "Okay," she said. "Hey,
I'm really glad to hear it. Well,
I'm going to eat now.'' I said. Not
only did she reply, "Okay," she
followed me. This time I was
going to die. Babs and Gary and
Frankie and Eva were all sitting
at our table. What was I to do? I
couldn't tell Lecia to get lost;
mom would kill me. I let her
follow me and hoped the kids
would see what the situation
was.
When they saw us coming,
Frankie turned and gave Gary a
jab with his elbow. You can
always count on Frankie being
the first to start trouble.
"Hey guess what," I said. (I
was still excited about Drivers
Ed., Lecia or no Lecia.)
"Hey, Pat, who's your
friend?" interrupted Eva. Eva is
my best friend. "Oh, this is Lecia
Farmer, my mom is a friend of
her mother."
"Welcome to Overlook,
Lecia." That was Eva. I used to
think she was dense. Now I know
you're killed.
Recurring dreams have a
serious meaning or it is something terrible that happened and
stays in your mind as almost an
imprint on the brain. The
reoccuring usually changes even
though the same situation
happens again.
''All mammals dream just like
humans do. Any other species
don't dream but sleep," says Dr.
Hartmann.
A very common dream is when
someone or something is chasing
you and you can't run fast, like a
slow motion movement. Dr.
Hartmann says, "This type of
dream means a different thing
for each person, it can even go
back to your childhood where
you were helpless at one time."
There a,e somethings about
dreams that are unknown, which
only theory can explain. No one
knows why you have to dream
every night, or why you have to
dream six and seven times a

she's crazy.
I went over and sat in my regular seat across from Gary. With
any luck, Lecia would disappear.
Eva gave me a quick look, and
I figured she realized the trouble
I was in. When Lecia moved to
follow me, Eva asked her to sit
down. She plunked herself down
next to Eva and took out lunch.
It was stuffed in an old paper
bag and the smell could have
knocked you off the bench. To
this day, I don't know what was
in that sandwich. But that's not
what I was thinking about then.
I was thinking that Eva had to
be my best friend in the world, to
do something like that for me. I
really felt warm inside . . . .

Will Lecia continue to be the
worst dressed person in Overlook 1 Or will she go disco 1
Does Eva have an ulterior
motive for being so nice to
Lecia1
For the answers to these and
other questions, stay tuned for
the publication of our next
issue.
night. Books and books can be
written on what dreams mean,
you just can't put it in one sentence. Dreams also cannot be
controlled, some people claim
they can control the dream, but
if that were so it wouldn't be
called a dream anymore.
A lot of people say they dream
of falling but they never hit
ground, they always wake up.
Dr. Hartmann says that some
people hit the ground in the
dream.
Most people say they don't
have color in their dreams but
who has black and white dreams.
Dr. Hartmann says, "Most
people don't remember color in
their dreams."
There are dreams that are
more horrible than nightmares
or night terrors and they are
reoccuring. Dr. Hartmann says
that "chemicals can cause that
kind of dream." Alcoholics have
that kind ~f dream or a drug
addict trying to quit drugs.

Don't Drink,
Think
by Brenda Cheffro
I think teenagers should not
drink because it makes them
sick, depressed, foolish, and disrespectful.
Teenagers should not drink
because of all the damage it can
do to their health. Maybe they
don't know that the booze is
hurting them, but it is. I've seen
plenty of teenagers drink and
staggering everywhere because
they can't walk straight and I've
seen some teenagers throwing up
all over the place.
In other ways they are hurting
the insides of themselves. The
liver is getting abused and so is
their blood. They get weak and
restless, and usually get a hangover from too much drinking,
with dark circles and all they
want to do is sleep. And this is
only a small part of the side
affects!
Some teens have friends who
encourage each other to drink
away their problems. Actually
they're really making them
worse. Usually if a teenager is
unhappy because of family matters or just self-depression, they
turn to their friends to talk it out
over a couple of drinks until
they're so drunk they forgot what
the matter was.
A person can't really tell what
this may lead to unless they see
for themselves. I, myself have
seen teenagers punching walls
and cutting themselves over a
little fight with their boyfriends

or girlfriends because they drink
too much. And I've seen some
crying over nothing because they
need and want attention.
Some teenagers get a little carried away over a few drinks.
Sometimes they get in silly
moods and laugh away the night
because it makes them feel good.
Maybe it does, maybe ·some
teens can handle their booze, but
maybe some can't. Sometimes
teens go a little too far and
decide it's time for rough stuff
and steal a car as if it were
nothing, that is until the police
catch them. Then they're loaded
with problems dealing with
police and parents.
Some teenagers get disrespectful either in language or
actions. They don't care what
they scy or how they say it, just
as long as it's out into the open.
Some teens trot around as if
they own the street and stop
police for a little chat. There's
nothing wrong with a friendly
hello, but it depends on the way
it was said.
Some teens go crazy over each
other behind closed doors and
regret their actions later.
Only God knows what can
happen to a young teen drunk.
I am not condeming anybody
personally, I'm only asking those
who drink to think about what
they're doing to themselves and
those they love.
DON'T DRINK ... THINK
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Teens Compete m ·Jr. Olympics
by Elizabeth Hinds
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Boston
Garden
Wrestling
by Timothy Johnston
Over 12,000 fans went to Boston Garden on July 12 to see the
wrestlers battle it out.
There were two titles on the
line. One was the World Wide
Federation Title, with Bob
Backlund as the holder against
Ken Patera. The other title was
the World Wide Federation Tag
Team Championship, the holders were the Samoans. There
were six other matches for the
evening.
The first World Wide Federation match between Backlund
and Patera was exciting. Patera
was outmoved by Backlund, and
Patera got mad and made a false
move. Backlund capitalized and
had control at the outset. Patera
later seized control and opened
an old wound on Backlund's
forehead. It started to bleed. The
referee then had to stop the
match and award the match tQ

The Junior Olympics for the
track club and track teams
Massachusetts was held on July
5 at Falmouth High school in
Falmouth.
The top three finishers of each
event qualified for the Region I
Junior Olympics at Greenwich
High School in Connecticut on
July 19.
At Greenwich High School,
the top two finishers of each
event qualified for the national
AAU Championship in
California.
The Junior Olympics is
divided into two groups - the
seniors and the juniors.
The senior group consisted of
the athletes who were born in
1962 and 1963. The junior group
consists of the athletes who were
born in 1964 and 1965.
In the senior division, Gilman
Brown of the Roxbury Track
Club broke last year's Falmouth
Junior Olympics time for the 400
meters run. His time was 50 seconds flat.
In the girls' senior division,
Maxine Underwood of the
Cooper Stridettes also broke last
year's Falmouth Junior
Olympics time for the 400 meter

Patera, however, he didn't get
the title, no reason was given as
to why Bob was allowed to keep
the tifle.
Patera will have another
chance at the title on August 16,
1980 at 8:00 p.m. accompanied
by some other good matches.
The Tag Team match was
really good. Pat Patterson and
Ivan Putski were challenging the
champions the Samoans. They
started to fight slowly for awhile
until everything got out of control. The Samoans got frustrated because Putski and Patterson were beating them. The
Samoans got such a beating that
they walked out. They were
counted out.
Ivan and Pat won the match,
but they didn't win the title
because of a rule in wrestling
which states, that when a champion gets counted out in a title
match the champion doesn't lose
the title.
Other winners included
Bulldog Brower, Larry
Zybryzsko. Hulk Hogan, Larry
Sharpe, Tor Kamata, and Baron
Scicluna drew with Mike Marvilla.

run. Last year her time was 54.9,
Lhis year her time was 54. 7.
Some of the clubs and teams
tuat were participating were the
Roxbury Track Club, Liberty
Track Club, Quincy Track Club,
Greater Boston Track Club,
Methuen Track Team,
Randolph Track Team, Westwood High School Track Team
and the Cooper Striders and
Stridettes.
Gilman Brown broke las't
year's Falmouth ,Junior Olympics time for the 400 meter run
on July 5. His time was 50 seconds flat.
Gilman has been running
track since ninth grade. He was
not as good a runner as he is now.
In the ninth grade he was running 63 seconds for a quarter
mile. One day he surprised his
coach and himself by running it
in 53 seconds. From that day on
he began running progressively
faster times.
Some of his hobbies include
swimming, running track and
gymnastics. Some of his favorite
track events are the hurdles, the
440, the 880, the 220, and the 100
yard dash. He also does the
Triple Jump and the High
Jump.

Above, Jr. !Jlympians learn the
joys of competition. At left,
Gilman Brown, track champion, does the broad jump.

sprinter. A sprinter to him is any
one who can run a 100 yard dash
and almost every one can run it.
He believes that it takes a real
runner to run any race from 100
yd. dash to two miles. He also
believes it takes a skilled runner
to run well from a mile to 100 yd.
dash respectively. Gilman is girl
crazy and the girls are crazy
about him.

Comics
by Keith King
Comic book collecting is an
interesting hobby. I have 245
comic books. In my collection
titles range from Spider-man,
The Hulk to The Avengers. I collect comics because I think they
are interesting. My comic books
date back to the year 1975. My
favorite comic books are SpiderMan and The Avengers. I'm not
the only comic book collector I
know. There is another and his
name is Eugene Davis. He lives
in Mattapan. He has 826 comic
books. He collects them because
he likes action pictures. I do not
trade my comic books because I
like to keep them. Anybody can
start a collection. You just have
to have a great interest in the
comic books to want to start a
collection. I buy my comic books
at the Store 24 and the Million.
Year Picnic Comic Book Store in
Cambridge at 99 Mt. Auburn St.
Today comic books cost 50 cents.
Five years ago comic books cost
25 cents. The price has doubled
in five years.

~
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Neighborhood
Basketball
by Kenny Funches
The Boston Neighborhood
Basketball League is a basketball league that helps kids get off
the streets of Boston. One of the
leagues holds its games at
Washington Park. There are sixteen teams in the league, and
they play four games a day. For
playing, the kids get a free
B.N.B.L. shirt. If they win the
championship, they get jackets.
The coaches job is to send in a
roster so the team can be in the
league.
This is the twelfth year the
league has operated. Garnes
start after school is out for the
year.
When this reporter asked Tom
Benson, a coach, he said there
are thousands of kids in the
league citywide and a lot of
talent on the courts. He said the
leagues will be around for more
years to come. The league ends
in August every year.
"I have seen kids play with a
lot of talent and now they can
show people what they can do,"
said Benson.

For the past two years he has
been Boston's City Champion for
the 330 low hurdles. He is also
this year's city champion for the
Triple Jump. Which was 41 '5".
He won "The Sports Log Joggers" two miles road race.
Gilman is seventeen years old.
He will be a senior this Fall at
West Roxbury High School
where he maintains a B plus
average.
He has had five scholarship
offers thus far. Atlantic
University in Florida offered him
a position on their swim team.
The University of Rhode Island,
Boston University, Fitchburg
State College, and Boston
College offered him a position on
their track team.
His coaches Roger Harris and
David Lowe have high hopes for
him. The reason why he started
running as he puts it is "I guess I
followed my five brothers. They
all run track."
Gilman does not drink or
smoke. He said he does not drink
because alcohol is not good for
the body. He does not smoke beca use his hero Jesse Owens used
to smoke which helped contribute to his death.
He hates to be called a
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A certain person (Mr X) was
seen taking another girl (Miss Y)
to Burger King for lunch not long
after having a lovers quarrel with
his steady girlfriend (Mrs X).
Rumors has it that another
boy (Mr Z) was seen chasing after the girl (Miss Y) that went to
lunch with X, on the MBTA.
Next edition we will tell you
what happened to Mr and Mrs
X, Miss Y and Mr Z.
Did You Know That:
Counselor Debbie Hunter was
this year's Hyde Park High
School's Valedictorian.

Mary Richardson of News
Room 7 gave an autographed
picture of herself to Wendy
Douglas saying "To a good Journalist and Future Interviewer
good luck always Mary
Richardson News Room 7."
Professor Barach and Michael
Butler appeared on the Channel
56 show New England Today on
July 18.
Marquette Warren will be
going into the Army in
December.
James Williams will be going
into the Army Reserve on August
4.
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Preventing

Child Abuse
by Lorima Diaz/
Sharlene Williams

These ABC!J fau , pmwam enrollees are learning their legal rights
and resprmsihilitirs.

Teens and
The Law
by Keith Rowell
Some ABC'D youths learn
about the law and how it influences people today. Geogette
Watson. director of the program. started it :~ years ago. She
is taking the 2,5 teenagers to
juvenile court where they sit and
observe how courts work.
Their ages are between l!J and
18.

On ,July 8th. the group went to
a police station to see how the
911 system for the telephone
works. They found out that the
people who answer the phone
have to keep the person talking
while the origin of the call is
traced by the computer hook up.

Leon Pinckney, co-worker of
the people in the program, are
interested in having a position in
law. and two have relatives that
are lawyers. "Law is an interesting field, and the classes get
larger and larger every year,"
said Pinckney.
The most important proj(!ct
with in the summer is when the
class appeared on Miller's Court
,July 25. They were given a legal
problem and asked to comment.
They were on the air at 10 p.m.
on Channel five for a two-hour
special.
Other trips planned for the
program include a visit to the
Charles Street ,Jail.

"My husband left me and our
son was only three at the time
... Then it happened while I
was giving my son a bath ... I
tried to drown him." (Boston
Globe)
"This year more than
1,000,000 American children will
be physically abused or
neglected," said the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
Child abuse is caused if a single
parent faces a lot of problems
alone. Financial burdens,
physical or emotional difficulties, alcoholism, and drugs
can all contribute to child abuse.
One common factor for child
abuse is that the parents probably have been abused themselves. If you know children who
are being a bused, you can call a
service hotline and speak up in
confidence. The Child Protective Services (CPS) is directed by the Massachusetts
Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children (MSPCC). If
a child is referred to CPS, a
social worker goes to visit the
family in the home. The first
thing they do is to insure that the
children will no longer risk
further abuse . They also help the
parents cope with problems and
take better care of their children.
CPS social wokers are
especially trained to help
parents recognize and cope with
their problems, and to understand and respond to their
children's needs. CPS also runs
therapy groups. At these,
parents can share their fears, insigh ts and offer each other

mutual support. Parents who abuse or neglect their children
want to be good parents but feel
trapped in a routine. The
parents' jobs grow larger by the
demands of their children. The
parents may feel hurt, unloved
and powerless to control their
lives or impulses. CPS has been
active in identifying community
needs and finding ways to meet
those needs since 1878. It serves
9000 kids throughout the state.
Good housing, education,
medical care are some of the
things that the program helps
the children get. Legislation is
an active force in protecting children and CPS is pushing the law
to protect kids against child
abuse.
CPS is the only private, statewide agency of its kind in the
nation. It was founded on: "the
giving of care and protection to
children, the building up of
family life, the improvement of
community standards throughout the Commonwealth affecting
children and their families,
assisting in the enforcement of
existing laws affecting children
and the procurement of needed
legislation."
Child abuse is everybody's
problem. The community has
got to lend a helping hand.
People should not be afraid to
get involved because they are
only hurting the kids more.
Often helping neighbors know
what is going on but do not want
to be involved because they are
afraid they might get in some
trouble.
You can usually tell if a child

Troubled Kids
Trying To
Go Straight
by Reggie Cesar

Due to the re-estahlishment of tne araft, many
and women are seekin{? careers in _the military.

Army Reserve
by James Williams

training the following summer.
If you want to beat the draft, You'll have no interruption of
join the Army Reserve. ,Joining your school year.
During your summer trainthe Army Reserve is a simple
process. You first must get . in ing, you'll receive full pay a11d
contact with your local recruiter allowances, (about $900) for the
and he or she will set up an summer. You'll also be paid for
appointment with you. Once you one weekend a month while you
have set up the appointment, train near home. (That amounts
you will take a test at South to more than $50 a month.)
Now that you qualify for SplitStation in South Boston
that will last at least four hours. Option, you have to go fill out
During those four hours you go your paperwork. After that,
through twelve tests and each make an appointment to take
test is-timed. Your test will start your physical.
After taking those tests, you
at 7:45 and end sometime
then go to a guidance counselor,
around 12:00.
To qualify for Split- and the counselor tells you what
Option you can enlist now (up; you qualify for. Now comes the
to six months before the end of last step: the swearing in. All
the school year). Then you have that time you weren't in the
eight weeks of basic training Army Reserve, but, after the
next summer. You complete swearing-in, you are in the
your individual specialized RESERVES.

Troubled kids arrested for
shoplifting, running away from
home, skipping school , or whatever the crime may be, if they're
lucky, may be sent to The
Citizenship Training Group, Inc.
It is affiliated with The Boston
Juvenile Court. This place is
located on the fourth floor of the
Y.M.C. Union on 48 Boylston
Street.
There juveniles get their last
and good chance of making it
back into society as a good
citizen.
The juveniles are sent here by
the Boston Juvenile Court. They
come here 5 days a week after
school, and, during the summer,
they may work at the Y.M.C.
Union, where they attend and
get paid by ABCD.
This program is privately
funded by contribution from
businesses, saving the taxpayers
a lot of money.
Richard M. Scott, one of the
probation officers, said the major
crimes today are shoplifting,
snatching gold and pocketbooks
and stealing autos. He also said
that some kids steal for the
money, fun, being dared at and
also being pushed into it.Scott also has a famous quote,
"You are what you hang with,"
which simply means that if you
hang around with a crook, you
will most likely become one.
The probation officers must

get hard on kids, so that they'll
learn that crime does not pay.
There are lots of activities for
the juveniles, such as arts and
crafts group discussions,
reading, visual education, physical training, and other work.
The most interesting activity to
the youths was basketball , they
like it so much that they formed
a team. During group discussion, the juveniles talk freely,
express views and problems.
Reading was brought up
because many of the kids
couldn't read.
The Citizenship Training
Group, Inc. is not like a prison,
but the kids are ordered to come
here, and if they don't attend,
they will be summoned to court
and possibly face more charges.
A few juveniles come back to
say hello and thank you for
helping them out, others come
back as a voluntary person to get
extra credit, and a few come
back because they committed a
crime.
The Boston Juvenile Court is
one of the first of its kind in the
United States, founded in 1906
by Judge Harvey Humphrey
Baker.
Judge Perkins started the
Citizenship Training Group in
1936, with private funds. The
people who work for C.T.G. are
professionals, dedicated working
people who understand the
youth, their problems and how to
take care of them.

is beil}g abused if he or she has
torn clothes or dirty clothes and
has bruises or other injuries.
Children that are left alone for
long periods of time, do not
attend school regularly, usually
hungry, listless and lacking in
energy.
You can tell that a person may
be abusing their child if they
have uncontrollable temper, uses
drugs, unwilling to provide the
child with the basic necessities.
A parent must show concern for
the child's needs. Love and
affection is important for a
healthy and social development.
Eleanor Roberts said, "The
public is far more aware of the
horrors of child abuse than of
child neglect, general secretary
of the children protective
services (CPS) Robert Mulford
said, "In most cases the parents
of neglected are as troubled as
the children themselves. They do
not want to hurt their children,
they do want to love and provide for them, but they are
unable to provide proper
parenting because they are so
caught up in problems related to
their own existence. The CPS
has made a record of keeping
families together. Fewer than
three percent of the cases
referred to it reached the courts
and there is a concerted effort
aimed at keeping children with
their parents rather than placing
them in foster homes. Experience has shown us the best place
for children is with their parents
and a recent study has shown it
cost less too.,.

~High School
Times,
by Rosemary Sanchez
Do you 'want to be a reporter,
photographer, or editor? Are you
in high school?
Well, the "High School
Times" is looking for you. No
real experience is needed and all
students are eligible to apply for
any of these positions.
Last month's issue included
articles by the high school students from Sacred Heart, Winchester High, Weymouth North
and South High School, Ursuline Academy , Randolph
High. Wellesley High, Quincy
High, Lincoln Sudbury High ,
Braintree High, and others.
The first issue of the 1980-1981
season will be out September 9,
1980. The newspaper is put
together by high school students
and over 100 of them participated from 20 different
schools. Student editors,
reporters, and photographers are
supposed to get a minimum
wage of $3.10 an hour, but so far
the expenses of getting the paper
out has prevented any of the students from receiving a check.
25,000 copies of the paper have
. been published, including stories
about teen-aged drinking, the
draft and students' rights. The
purpose of these stories is to
improve communication between students and administrators and to spread information and ideas.
Now there are only nine
editors but with your help that
number can improve. The
Editor-In-Chief of the newspaper
is Robert F. Simon Jr.
The paper is located in the
Greater Boston Regional Education Center on 54 Ridge Ave.,
Cambridge, Mass., 02140.
For more information on the
"High School Times," call 54 77472.

